Performances Evaluation of Water Body Extraction Techniques Using Landsat ETM+ Data: Case-Study of Lake Nubia, Sudan
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ABSTRACT

Lake Nubia (LN) is the Sudanese portion of Aswan High Dam Lake (AHDL). This paper aims to detect the better technique for extraction of the water surface of LN. Eight techniques are tested using Landsat ETM+ image and their performances in extracting the surface water area are evaluated. The eight techniques include Automated Water Extraction Index [AWEI], Normalized Difference Moisture Index [NDMI], Normalized Difference Water Index [NDWI], Modified Normalized Difference Water Index [MNDWI], Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [NDVI], Water Ratio Index [WRI], Supervised and Unsupervised image classification techniques. The results indicate the effectiveness and superiority of the unsupervised technique, as it gave the highest overall accuracy (about 97.23%) and the lowest absolute error. It is recommended to apply this technique to efficiently monitor changes in the surface water areas of the lakes using Landsat ETM+ data.
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1. Introduction

Water surface extraction of any lake is critical to monitor changes of its surface areas, as regular monitoring can provide the basis for understanding the human influence on the lake so as to manage it more effectively. Consequently, accurate extraction of surface water areas of water body of lakes is very crucial. The Aswan High Dam Lake (AHDL) is considered one of the largest man-made lakes in Africa, which extends for 500 km south of the dam to the cataract at Dal in Sudan. The major portion of this lake lies in Egypt and is known as Lake Nasser. On the Sudanese side, it is referred as Lake Nubia (LN) [1]. Although many water surface extraction studies have been carried out on Lake Nasser (e.g. Muala [2], El-Sammany [3], and Ebaid [4]), the literature contains very few floristic records for Lake Nubia (El-Sammany [3]). Furthermore, many investigations of water areas estimation were carried out in other parts of the world (e.g. Ling [5], Xu [6], Du [7], Rokni [8] and Ma [9]).

Remotely sensed imagery has many applications in water resources assessment and management. These applications have involved the extraction of water information by various techniques [6]. So, the present study aims to evaluate the performances of different techniques for extraction of LN surface water area from Landsat data. These techniques
include spectral water indices and image classification methods [3]. After that, the accuracy assessment of these techniques is performed and evaluated.

2. Study Area and Data Collection

The portion of AHDL that extend inside Sudanese part of the lake (Lake Nubia) was selected as the study area. It is located between latitudes 21° 02’ 00" and 22° 00’ 00" N (upstream the Aswan High Dam). The southern two thirds of study area (Lake Nubia) are narrow. The remaining northern part is much wider as shown in Fig. 1.

To achieve the aim of this paper Landsat ETM+ image (Path/Row=175/045) was adopted in this research. This image was acquired in 1 September 2000 from the internet in GeoTIFF (systematic correction) product [10]. This image was georeferenced by the Global Land Cover Facility (GLCF) to the WGS84 ellipsoid with Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, zone 36 north. Fig. 1 represents the Landsat scene of the study area and its location on AHDL map.

3. Methodology

To achieve the objectives of the present paper, the following tasks which involved in the flowchart shown in Fig. 2 were performed using ArcGIS software:

Fig. 1. Map of AHDL including the Landsat ETM+ scene of the study area

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the overall steps adopted in this study to extract the water surface area.
3.1. Computation of spectral water indices

The computed spectral water indices in this study for water features extraction process are depending on the Landsat ETM+ bands (Green = Band 2, Red = Band 3, NIR (near-infrared) = Band 4, MIR (middle-infrared) = Band 5, SWIR (shortwave-infrared) = Band 7). These indices are computed to generate (land-water) map for each index.

The equations of the spectral water indices and their ranges for water bodies are indicated as below:

- **Automated Water Extraction Index (AWEI)** [11]
  \[
  AWEI = 4 \times (\text{Green} - \text{MIR}) - (0.25 \times \text{NIR} + 2.75 \times \text{SWIR})
  \]
  where water bodies have positive values.

- **Normalized Difference Moisture Index (NDMI)** [8]
  \[
  \text{NDMI} = \frac{\text{NIR} - \text{MIR}}{\text{NIR} + \text{MIR}}
  \]
  where water bodies have positive values.

- **Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI)** [12]
  \[
  \text{NDWI} = \frac{\text{Green} - \text{NIR}}{\text{Green} + \text{NIR}}
  \]
  where water bodies have positive values.

- **Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI)** [12]
  \[
  \text{MNDWI} = \frac{\text{Green} - \text{MIR}}{\text{Green} + \text{MIR}}
  \]
  where water bodies have positive values.

- **Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)** [13]
  \[
  \text{NDVI} = \frac{\text{NIR} - \text{Red}}{\text{NIR} + \text{Red}}
  \]
  where water bodies have negative values.

- **Water Ratio Index (WRI)** [8]
  \[
  \text{WRI} = \frac{\text{Green} + \text{Red}}{\text{NIR} + \text{MIR}}
  \]
  where the water body value is greater than 1.

3.2. Image classification techniques

Classification of land cover features from remotely sensed image data is considered one of the main applications in the remote sensing field.

- **Supervised classification technique**
  Supervised classification methods are more widely used. It is the process of using samples of known identity to classify pixels of unknown identity. This classification technique is performed to get the classified image which represent (land-water) map.

- **Unsupervised classification technique**
  In this process, there is no knowledge about land cover class names. The user must specify some parameters such as the approximate number of needed clusters to obtain, the maximum cluster size, the minimum distance, that is allowed between different clusters, etc. Thus, in the unsupervised approach we determine spectrally separable classes and then define their informational utility [14]. This classification technique is performed to obtain the classified image that represent (land-water) map.

3.3. Filtering process

The filtering process is applied to the generated (land-water) maps in order to reduce the effect of misclassification between land and water areas. This process based on automatic delineation and omission of the small areas in the land which are misclassified as water areas.

3.4. Extraction of surface water areas

The surface water areas are extracted from both the reference image and the generated (land-water) maps.

- **Extraction of the reference surface water area.**
  The reference surface water area is extracted utilizing careful on-screen digitizing of lake surface boundaries by visual interpretation of water bodies in Landsat ETM+ image (NIR band). The NIR band is selected in this study due to its higher ability to discriminate water from land areas [8]. As NIR is strongly absorbed by water and is strongly reflected by the terrestrial vegetation and dry soil.

- **Extraction of the surface water areas from the generated (land-water) maps.**
  The extraction of surface water areas from all filtered and non-filtered (land-water) maps are carried out by discriminating the water from land using ArcGIS software.

3.5. Accuracy assessment

The extracted surface water areas were overlaid with the reference surface water area to display the degree of misclassification error in water surfaces extraction. Finally, the overall accuracy [15], and the absolute errors in the extracted water areas are computed to evaluate and analyse the accuracy and validation of the tested techniques before and after applying the filter process in this study for surface water areas extraction.

4. Results and discussion

Different methods including image classification techniques and spectral water indices are used to extract the surface water from the Landsat ETM+ image. The absolute error and the overall accuracy for all tested methods are computed to assess the accuracy of the results. Fig. 3 shows the derived
(land-water) maps from these methods. The extracted water surfaces from (land-water) maps and from the reference band of Landsat image were illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The resulting (land-water) maps from Landsat ETM+ image (2000). (a) AWEI map; (b) NDMI map; (c) MNDWI map; (d) WRI map; (e) Supervised classification map; (f) Unsupervised classification map.
Fig. 4. The extracted water surface (WS) which overlaid on the reference image. (a) Reference WS; (b) Extracted WS by AWEI; (c) Extracted WS by NDMI; (d) Extracted WS by MNDWI; (e) Extracted WS by WRI; (f) Extracted WS by supervised classification technique; (g) Extracted WS by unsupervised classification technique.
The areas of the extracted water surfaces of the study area and the analysis of the accuracy assessment before applying the filtering process are shown in Table 1. Applying the filtering process to the derived the (land-water) maps improved the overall accuracy by about 1% for all techniques.

The derived (land-water) maps from NDWI and NDVI were considered unacceptable and unreliable maps which contain an unrealistic distribution of water surface through the study area for the following reasons:

- The enhanced water features using the NDWI are mixed with the surrounding land, particularly the eastern part of the study area, as the land nature is similar to the built-up areas in this part.
- The NDVI was developed mainly for separating green vegetation from other surfaces. Because of the lack of green vegetation surrounding the water surface in the study area.

Therefore, the NDWI and NDVI techniques are not evaluated and are considered disqualified methods for extracting the water surface of the study area.

The MNDWI was developed to modify the NDWI in detecting water features for water regions with backgrounds dominated by built-up areas.

The AWEI is formulated to eliminate effectively dark built surfaces in areas with an urban background.

In this study area, where there are no urban areas, the MNDWI performed better compared with the AWEI for surface water extraction process.

Table 1. The computed water areas and the accuracy assessment analysis before applying the filter process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Water surface area (km²)</th>
<th>Absolut error (km²)</th>
<th>Overall accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>549.313</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWEI</td>
<td>523.591</td>
<td>25.722</td>
<td>92.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDMI</td>
<td>551.133</td>
<td>1.820</td>
<td>95.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDWI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNDWI</td>
<td>551.859</td>
<td>2.546</td>
<td>94.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRI</td>
<td>410.494</td>
<td>138.819</td>
<td>72.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised classification</td>
<td>516.052</td>
<td>33.261</td>
<td>90.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised classification</td>
<td>549.923</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>96.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, the unsupervised classification technique performed significantly better compared with other techniques for surface water extraction of LN. The obtained results agree well with a previous study for Nasser Lake [16]. The overall accuracy of the unsupervised technique is about 96.34%. The visual comparison shows that the boundaries of the mapped water surfaces match the actual boundaries of the water in the reference image very closely. However, some omissions occurred, as shown in Fig. 4, which considered the primary cause of errors in the results. These omissions affect the values of the accuracy of all techniques.

It is observed that the unsupervised classification technique produces a better performance than the supervised classification technique; because the opportunity for human error is minimized with the unsupervised classification.

The NDMI was developed for detection of vegetation water liquid, and thus would not be efficient for extraction of water features. However, it performs well for surface water extraction; it gave an overall accuracy about 95.36%.

It is obvious from Table 1 that WRI technique could not effectively achieve accuracy results in comparison with the other techniques in extracting the water surface of the study area.

Based on the surface water areas that computed in Table 1, the unsupervised classification, NDMI and MNDWI techniques overestimated the change in the area between the extracted surface water areas and the reference area. On contrast, the other techniques highly underestimated the change in the area between the extracted surface water areas and the reference area.

The accuracy assessment analysis using the absolute error shows the superiority of the unsupervised classification, MNDWI and NDMI techniques for surface water areas extraction compared with other techniques.

On the other hand, the application of the filter improves the results within 1% where the overall accuracy indicated by Table 1 are improved slightly to 93.93%, 96.27%, 95.63%, 73.4%, 91.94% and 97.23% for AWEI, NDMI, MNDWI, WRI, supervised and unsupervised classification method respectively.

5. Conclusions

The results indicated that the unsupervised classification technique provided the highest performance (overall accuracy equal 96.34% without filtering and 97.23% with filter process) as compared with other techniques for the extraction of surface water from Landsat data. On contrast WRI gave the lowest performance with an overall accuracy equal
72.11 without filter and 73.40% with filter. The accuracy of the other methods is in the range of 91.94% to 96.27% with filter process. The results also, indicated that the accuracy of the surface water areas extraction techniques were improved by applying the filtering process to the derived (land-water) maps by about 1%. It should be mentioned that the resulting errors in the water surface extraction process are mainly due to the omission of water pixels around the edges of the lake. Moreover, the NDVI and the NDWI were incapable of extracting the water surface of Lake Nubia study area. The authors recommend to apply the unsupervised technique for lakes having similar conditions to extract the surface water areas from Landsat ETM+ data.
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